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OLDENBURG MEASUREMENT 
APPLICATIONS (MEDICAL DEVICE) 

 
The "Oldenburg Measurement Applications" software can be used to perform audiological measurements. 
The software is available as a CE-certified medical product for use in the clinic, in the doctor's practice or in 
hearing acoustics and runs under Microsoft® Windows®. 

The "Oldenburg Measurement Applications" are available for the following audiometers. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Note: 
Sales, installation and calibration 
are carried out directly by the 
audiometer dealer or by the 
audiometer maintenance service. 

 
The manufacturer and model names are partly protected word marks. 

Licences 

In addition to the basic licence, additional measurement licences are required. 

 
Description MSRP 

Basic licence OLDENBURG MEASUREMENT APPLICATIONS (medical device) 680,00 € 

Manufacturer Model 

Acousticon ACAM5 

Auritec AT700, AT900, AT1000, earbox, ear 3.0 

Gravenstein AC33, GA90 

Interacoustics Affinity, Affinity Compact, Equinox 

Maico MA55 

Inventis Trumpet 

Otometrics MADSEN Astera, Aurical Aud 

Siemens Unity2 
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Measurement licence MSRP 

German language tests 
Göttingen Sentence Test, Oldenburg Sentence Test, Oldenburg 
Children's sentence test, Oldenburg children's rhyme test, WAKO rhyme 
test, Basel Sentence Test 

550,00 € 
Per test 

Matrix test 
Languages: Arabic, Danish, Dutch, English (UK), English (US), Finnish, 
French, German (Oldenburg Sentence Test), Hebrew, Italian, Norwegian, 
Polish, Russian, Spanish, Swedish, Turkish 

550,00 € 
per 

language  
(Dutch: € 750.00) 

Simplified matrix test 
German, Finnish, French, Italian 

550,00 € 
per language 

Freiburg 
Freiburg Numbers and Words Test 

0,00 € 

Loudness 
Categorical loudness scaling (KLS/ACALOS) 

550,00 € 

Adaptive Auditory Speech Test (AAST) 
Languages: Arabic, Dutch, French, German, Greek, Luxembourgish, 
Mandarin, Polish, Russian, Swiss German, Spanish, Turkish 

550,00 € 
first language 

AAST Language Package 
Includes all other languages of the AAST 

550,00 € 

multi-Frequency Animal Sound Test (mFAST) 550,00 € 

 
 

Upgrade 

The Oldenburg Measurement Applications have been published in the following version numbers: 1.4, 1.5, 
2.0. 
A licence upgrade for one version level (e.g. from 1.5 to 2.0) is charged at 40 % of the current MSRP. A 
licence upgrade for two version levels (e.g. from 1.4 to 2.0) is charged at 80 % of the current MSRP. 

 
Notes 

Each licence (basic licence, measurement licence) is 
bound to a specific hardware copy protection device 
("dongle"). This dongle confirms the ownership and 
validity of the respective licence, loss of the dongle 
means loss of the licence. 

 
Unless otherwise stated, the scope of delivery is as 
follows: Software by download, for version with 
"dongle" USB dongle by post and licence file by e-
mail. 

Note 1: The Hörzentrum Oldenburg generally 
reserves the right to make licence changes (licence 
change, dongle change) only against exchange of all 
dongles involved. 
Note 2: If the licences are bound to a specific 
dongle, replacement of dongles is only possible 
if the original dongle is returned. 
The cost of materials will be invoiced. 

 
No replacement can be provided if the dongle is 
lost. 
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OLDENBURG MEASUREMENT 
APPLICATIONS (RESEARCH & 
DEVELOPMENT) 

 

Audiological measurements can be carried out with the software "Oldenburg Measurement Applications". 
The R&D version of the Oldenburg Measuring Applications may only be used for research purposes or 
in teaching and training and is not approved as a medical device. The software runs under Microsoft ® 
Windows®. 

 

Notes 

Each licence (Basic Licence, Measurement Licence) 
is bound to a specific hardware copy protection 
device ("dongle"). This dongle confirms the 
ownership and validity of the respective licence, 
a loss of the dongle means the loss of the 
licence. Alternatively, a licence can be 
transferred to a computer by activating the 
licence for the computer via an Internet 
connection. In this case, an Internet connection 
is always required to operate the software. 

 
For more information, see the EULA at 
www.hz-ol.de. 

 
Unless otherwise stated, the scope of delivery is as 
follows: Software by download, for version with 
"dongle" USB dongle by post and licence file by 
email. 

 
 

Note 1: The Hörzentrum Oldenburg generally 
reserves the right to make licence changes (licence 
change, dongle change) only against exchange of all 
dongles involved. 
Note 2: If the licences are bound to a specific 
dongle, replacement of dongles is only possible 
if the original dongle is returned. 
The cost of materials will be invoiced. 

 
No replacement can be provided if the dongle is 
lost. 

 
Subject to change without notice. 

 

Licences 

In addition to the basic licence, additional measurement licences are required. 

 
Description Price 

Basic licence OLDENBURG MEASUREMENT APPLICATIONS (research & 
development) 

680,00 € 

http://www.hz-ol.de/
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Measurement licence Price 

German language tests 
Göttingen Sentence Test, Oldenburg Sentence Test, Oldenburg 
Children's sentence test, Oldenburg children's rhyme test, WAKO rhyme 
test, Basler 
Sentence test 

850,00 € 
Per test 

Matrix test 
Arabic, Chinese, Danish, Dutch, English (UK), English (US), Finnish, 
French, German, Hebrew, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, 
Norwegian, Polish, Russian, Spanish, Swedish, Turkish 

850,00 € 
per 

language  
(Dutch: € 1,050.00) 

Simplified matrix test 
German, Finnish, French, Italian, Russian 

850,00 € 
per language 

Listening effort 
ACALES Diagnostics (German) 

850,00 € 

Freiburg 
Freiburg Numbers and Words Test 

250,00 € 

Loudness 
Categorical loudness scaling (KLS/ACALOS) 

850,00 € 

Adaptive Auditory Speech Test (AAST) 
Arabic, Dutch, French, German, Greek, Luxembourgish, Mandarin, 
Polish, Russian, Swiss German, Spanish, Turkish 

850,00 € 
first language 

AAST Language Package 
Includes all other languages of the AAST 

850,00 € 

Children's audiometry 
multi-Frequency Animal Sound Test (mFAST) 

850,00 € 

Automatic audiometry 
Automatic Pure Tone Audiometry (APTA) for air conduction without 
Atomisation 

850,00 € 
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HEARING LOSS SIMULATOR 
 
 
 

The hearing loss simulator enables a 
demonstration of the hearing impressions of 
people with hearing loss. By means of multi-
channel dynamic compression and spectral 
smearing, audio signals from stored audio files 
are simulated in real time. 
The output signal gives the impression of a hearing 
loss for people with normal hearing. A noise can be 
switched on with an adjustable level. In addition to 
the audio output, the simulation shows the spectra 
of the input and output signal. 
In the hearing loss simulator, any audiogram with 
quiet hearing thresholds can be entered. 

 
The hearing loss simulation can be switched on and 
off at runtime. 

In addition to the hearing loss simulation, the 
simulation of a hearing aid is also possible, with 
which the set hearing loss can be individually 
compensated. The additional processing simulates 
a generic digital hearing aid with multi-channel 
dynamic compression. 

 
The software runs under Microsoft® Windows® 
and must be activated once via an Internet 
connection. An activated licence is bound to a 
specific computer and can be executed on this 
computer by any number of users. 

 
For more information, see the EULA at 
www.hz-ol. de. 

 
Subject to change without notice. 

 
 
 

Licence name Description Price 

Full licence Hearing loss simulation plus hearing aid simulation 149,00 € 

Upgrade Professional Upgrade from an older version "Professional" (before October 2019). 49,00 € 

Upgrade Basic Upgrade from an older version "Basic" (before October 2019). 99,00 € 
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ACALES FITTING 
 
 
 

The ACALES Fitting measurement method 
makes it possible to measure the mental 
"listening load" or "listening effort" that a person 
must expend in order to understand speech in 
noise. 

 
Listening effort is an additional dimension to 
speech intelligibility. When measuring the 
subjective listening effort, the client evaluates by 
means of a 13-point scale from "effortless" to 
"extremely strenuous", how strenuous it is to 
follow a speaker in background noise. The 
measurement of subjective listening effort is 
particularly suitable when 

speech intelligibility measurements do not show 
differences between hearing instruments, or 
measurements are to be taken in an area where 
100% speech intelligibility has been achieved. With 
the help of ACALES Fitting, the client evaluates both 
everyday as well as challenging listening situations. 
Furthermore, the subjective added value of 
comfort features such as noise algorithms or 
directional microphones can be measured. 

 
Subject to change without notice. 

 
 

 
Licence name Description Price 

Full licence ACALES per workplace 19,99 € 
monthly 

 
 
 

See also the EULA at www.hz-ol.de. 

http://www.hz-ol.de/
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SOUNDMEXPRO 
 
 
 

The professional tool for audio playback and audio 
recording with Matlab® (Matlab® version 5.3 and 
higher), GNU Octave (version 4.0 or higher) or 
Python under Windows® (Windows® 7 or higher). 
Supports ASIO driver interface, synchronous and 
asynchronous output and recording, unlimited 
number of channels (sound cards), unlimited 
number of virtual audio tracks (virtual recording 
studio), sample-accurate synchronisation of 
channels, real-time signal manipulation during 
asynchronous output, real-time visualisation, VST 
plug-ins. 

 
Consists of binary library files (DLL's), 
documentation and examples. Documentation 
and examples in English. 

 
For a more detailed description of the variants 
(features), see the soundmexpro.de 
documentation. 

The software (incl. documentation) is available by 
download (at soundmexpro.hz-ol.de in the 
download area). Each licence is bound to a 
specific hardware copy protection device 
("dongle"). This dongle confirms the ownership 
and validity of the respective licence, a loss of the 
Dongles means the loss of the licence. Alternatively, 
a licence can be bound to a computer by activating 
the licence for the computer via internet 
connection. To operate the software, an internet 
connection is always required in this case. 

 
For more information, see the EULA at 
www.hz-ol. de. 

 
Subject to change without notice. 

 
 
 

Licence name Description Price 

Demo Demo/Trial version. 
Full functionality (like VST) with regular interruption and additive 
Interference signal to each output/recording. 

0,00 € 

Standard Multi-channel ASIO audio playback and audio recording with unlimited 
Number of virtual tracks. 

400,00 € 

DSP Like standard, additional: 
MATLAB®/Octave script interface for real-time signal processing 
Access to recording data during recording 

600,00 € 

VST Like DSP, in addition: 
Loading VST plugins 

800,00 € 

 
 
 

Upgrade note 

For each licence upgrade from SoundMexPro 1 to SoundMexPro 2, 40 % of the currently valid new price of 
the licence concerned will be charged. 
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AUDIOSPIKE 
 
 
 

AudioSpike is a software package for 
electrophysiological measurements with acoustic 
stimulation for Microsoft® Windows®. Instead of 
using proprietary hardware to record electrode 
signals, AudioSpike uses standard sound cards 
for acoustic stimulation and recording of 
electrode signals. The recorded spikes can be 
evaluated in real time using multi-channel cluster 
analysis and PSTH selection. 

 
For a more detailed description of the variants 
(Features) see https://audiospike.de. 
Each licence is bound to a specific hardware 
copy protection device ("dongle"). This dongle 
confirms the ownership and validity of the 
respective licence, a loss of the dongle 

means the loss of the licence. Alternatively, a licence 
can be bound to a computer by activating the 
licence for the computer via an internet connection. 
In this case, an internet connection is always 
required to operate the software. 

 
For more information, see the EULA at 
www.hz-ol.de. 

 
Subject to change without notice. 

 
 
 
 

Licence name Description Price 

Full licence Single-user licence for unrestricted use 1.500,00 € 

 

http://www.hz-ol.de/
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